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Opinion for the Court fled by Circuit Judge MILLET.

Opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part by
Circuit Judge WALKER.

MILLET, Circuit Judge:' In February 2016, Xingru Lin
was working as a bus ticketing agent in Washington, D.C.
when Yokasty Rodrigue tempted to sneak ontoa bus headed
to New York without a ticket. After Lin ordered Rodriguez
off the bus and attempted to photograph her, the two women
got into a scuffle. When District of Columbia Metropolitan
Police officers arived in response to Rodriguez’ call reporting
Lin for assault, Lin, whose first language is Mandarin, was.
unable to communicate her versionofevents effectively duc to
her limited English proficiency. Although Lin was seated,
RR corer wih he oie nd sting o xin
the circumstances of the assault, officers grabbed Lin, pressed
her against the wall, and then forced her to the floor and
handcuffed her. Lin Opening Br. 5; Gov't Br. 3. The police
charged her with simple assault on Rodriguez and with
assaulting a police officer while resisting arrest.

Lin subsequently sued the District of Columbia and the
policeofficers, alleging civil rights violations during this arrest
and a second arrest that occurred in April 2016. She appeals
the district courts grantof summary judgment in favorofthe
District and ts officers.

We agree in part and reverse the district courts grant of
‘summary judgment for the District and its officers on Lin's 42
US.C. § 1983 wrongful arrest, common law false arrest, and

| NOTE: Portions of this opinion contain Sealed Information,
‘which has been redacted.
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respondeat superior claims. We affim the district court's
grantof summaryjudgment as to Lin's other claims.

1

A

Lin's claims arise from two separate encounters with
police in 2016. The first occurred on the evening of February
15,2016,while Lin wasworkingasaticketingagent for Focus
Travel Agency. LA.83. Aspartofherjob that evening,she
supervised the boardingof a bus headed to New York. JA.
83. A security video shows that, after the tickets were
collected and the passengers were seated, Lin, the bus driver,
and another person who appears obe a colleague propared the
bus for departure by walking around the outside of the bus,
finalizing the loading of the luggage compartment, and
checking the tires. PL Ex. 1 at 0:30-5:19. At her
deposition, Lin said that, after the loading process was
complete and the doors were closed for departure, Rodriguez,
who did not have a ticket, opened the front doorof the bus and
attempted to sneak on. JA. 1197, 1199. Lin approached
and, without entering, told Rodriguez that she had toget ofthe
bus. JA. 1200.

Security footage shows that, afer the bus pulled away
from the curb, Lin and her colleague talked outside of the
agency. Pl. Ex. | at 620. Lin observed Rodriguez sitting
down on some nearby steps and cursing at her. JA. 1205-

> In reviewing thedistrict cours grant of summary judgment,
we accept Lin's evidence as true and “draw all reasonable
inferences” in her favor. Thompson v. DistrictofColunbia, 832
£34339, 344 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
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1206. So Lin pulled out her cellphone and atempled (0
photograph Rodriguez. PL Ex. | at 6:20-6:32. Pursuinga
fleeing Lin, Rodriguez grabbed at Lin's phone and began

hitting her. Pl. Ex. |at 6:38; LA. 1206. Lin immediately hit
‘back, and they both scratched cach other. Pl. Ex. 1 at 6:39;
Faia,

Alterafurtherexchangeofheated words, PL Ex. 1 at 6:51—
7:04, Lin retreated into the safety of the travel agency office,

and both Lin and Rodriguez called the police. Pl Ex. 1 at

7:10-7:49; J.A. 84, 1217.

Officers Corey Vall and Blake Johnson wer the ist 10
artive in response to Rodriguez's call. Plaintiffs Resp. to
Defs’. Statement of Material Facts (“PItf’s Stmn. of Material

Facts”), LA. 877. Outside the travel agency office, they
encountered Rodriguez, who was crying and had a cut on her
face. Gov't Br. 2; PItf’s Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A. 878.

Rodriguez told them that Lin had attacked her “for no reason”
as Rodriguez said goodbye to her boyfriend. Gov't Br. 21;
PIs Stn. ofMaterial Facts, J.A. 878. Rodriguez. pointed to
the office and said that a “Chinese woman” inside was the one

who attacked her. Gov't Br. 2, 21; Pltf’s Stmn. of Material

Facts, J.A. 878.

NisHoping tego vein
to be connected to the Metropolitan Police Department's

Language Line interpretation service. Lin Deposition Tr.

39:20-40:6 (Oct. 4, 2018), JA. 1216-1217. When Officer

lente otic,I
BR Openive be4 WHC cellphoncto her
er in
Opening tr ATIOUE £1 CommTAIedI 0 was on
the phone with the police, Officer Vullo demanded that she
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hang up. Lin Opering Br. 4. He began speaking with Ms.
Lin, but she had significant trouble communicating due to the
langunge bari. Gov't Br 2; Ps Sinn. of Material Facts,
J.A.879. Officer Vullo asked Linif she wanted an interpreter,

but she declined. Gov't Br. 2.

As Lin was indicating t0 Officer Valo that she could only
‘speak Mandarin, Officer Johnson entered the travel agency and

prompily ordered Lin: “Tum around, turn around, you
understand tum around don’t you?” Lin Opening Br. 4-5;
D.C. Ex. 2 at 2:09-2:14. Lin did not understand. J.A. 84,
1267. Officer Johnson moved her to a chair by twisting her
arm behind her back, forcing her to sit down. Lin Opening Br.
5; LinDeposition Te. 91117-9218, LA. 1268-1269. One on
th chair she so JRE while Officers Johnsonand Vullo held
herarms. Lin Opening Br. 5;Lin Deposition Tr. 91:17-92:18,

The two officers then yanked Lin out of the chair and

pushed hx agains the all PIs Stun. of Material Facts
re

"AU this point, two more officers,
Officers Albert Salleh and John Merzig, entered the travel
agency and immedinely joined in resaining Lin. Lin
Opening Br. 5. Thefour officers forced Lin onto the floor and
handeuifed her as Lin cried out. PIs Stn. of Material
Facts, LA. 880-881;Lin Opening Br. 5

After the handcuffing, Officer Vullo asked for an

interpreter, who arrived several minutes later and gathered
Lin'sside ofthe story. Lin. Opening Br. 5; Gov't Br. 4.



.

‘Nocardia 1 Rodriguez, Lin then exclaimedthot [I
IRon sched her face, Gov't Br. 4.

footage in a back room. Lin ii Br. 6; Gov't Br. 4.

RA enpan Jd mn ve
ICo ir
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hing Depostion Tr 22514-22511 an. 17, 2019), LA.
[51 D.C Fx 2 at 1830-1841. Officer Merig replied,
IThey Cearmined that Rodrigues should be arrested for
unauthorized entry of a motor vehicle and assault. PltPs

Sonn. of Material Fats, LA 882. The oir then removed
Lin's handoutl. Pes Sn. of Material Facts, JA. 382

The police investigation shifted to determining if Lin
should be arrested for assaulting a police officer on the theory

that she resisted arrest when they tried to handcuff her. Lin.

Br. 6. Officer Vullo told the supervising officer on scene,

Sergeant Christopher Richi, hat Li had pulled and yanked
when they tried to arrest her. Gov't Br. 5. Sergeant Ritchie
then questioned the other officers on the scene about the

andoulTing Gov't br. 5. Officer Johnson reported: J
—he was ust not allowing us {0 handeult
er TCOVEBIG DC. Fi 4 ai 19.57.2002. Sergeant

Ritchie vic, D.C. Ex.
45200320008 Olfce Johnson replied: “Passively,
I Lin Opening Br. 6, Govt Br. 6, D.C. Ex. 4at 2004-
B08. Officer Mri nteeted, “She vas pulling away.”
Gov't Br. 6, DC. Fx. 4 a 2007-2008. Subsequently,
Sergeant Ritchie reviewed the footage fom both th incident
‘with Rodriguez and the handcuffing. PitP’s Stmn. of Material
Facts, LA. 882.

Sergeant Ritchie decided 0 arrest Lin for assaulting a
police officer, and Lin was placed in handcuffs again, this time
without incident. Pltf’s Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A. 883.

Tefone leaving the travel agency, Sergeant Rithio advised the
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officers that Lin should be charged with assaulting a police
officer and Rodriguez should be charged with unauthorized
entry of2 motor vehicle and simple assault. PKPs Stmn. of
Material Facts, J.A. 884. But when Officer Vullo returned to
the police sation, he charged Lin with simple assault as well as
assaultinga police officer. PIs Stn. ofMaterial Facts, J.A.
884.

At the police station, Lin gave a statement through an
interpreter. Lin. Deposition Tr. 40:15-41:8, JA. 1217-1218.
“The police then transferred her (0 the hospital because she was
complaining of pain. Lin Deposition Tr. 41:5-41:8, 49:2
49:15, LA. 1218, 1226. Medical personnel took an x-ray and
prescribed Lin medicine for back, neck, and shoulder pain
J.A. 88; LinDeposition Tr. 49:21-50:8,L.A. 1226-1227. The
medical evaluation noted bruises on Lin's back. JA. 901.
She was held in jail overnight, but both charges were dropped
the next day. JA. 88.

B

Just before noon on April 12, 2016, while Lin was again
checking tickets and supervising bus boarding at Focus Travel
Agency, Valente Fanning arived with an expired ticket. JA.
89; Lin Deposition Tr. 52:8-52:19, JA. 1229. Fanning
nevertheless tried to board a bus to Philadelphia, pushed past
Lin, and stepped on her foot. Lin. Deposition Tr. 56:8-56:20,
JA. 1233. Asa result, Lin los her balance and grabbed onto
Fanning’s jacket to steady herself. Lin Deposition Tr. 58:14
59:9, J.A. 1233. Fanning later exited the bus because he was
heading to New York, not Philadelphia. Lin Deposition Tr.
58:8-59:9,.A. 1235-1236. He then called the police. PItPs
Stmn.of Material Facts, JA. 885.
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Officer Barbara Shelton arrived outside the Focus Travel

Agency office and interviewed Fanning, who said that Lin had
grabbed his jacket, ripped it, and ejected him from the bus.
PUPs Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A. 885. Sccing that the lights
were turned off at the travel agency, Officer Shelton left and
told Fanning to call back if he saw Lin. PItPs Stmn. of
Material Facts, J.A. 886-887.

A different officer arrived later in response to a “second
sighting”ofLin. PItPs Stn. of Material Facts, A. 887. He
arrested Lin and took her to the police station, where she
communicated with officers in part through the Metropolitan
Police Department Language Line. PItPs Stn.of Material
Facts, .A. 887-888. After two hours, the Metropolitan Police
released Lin with a citation for simple assault. LA. 90.
Charges were later dropped, but her arrest remains on the
public record. JA.91.

c

Lin then filed suit against the District of Columbia and
eight Metropolitan Police Department officers (collectively,
“District”), for violating her civil and common-law rights.’

As relevant here, Lin filed suit under 42 US.C. § 1983,
claiming that her wrongful arrest in February 2016 and the
excessive force used by the officers in handcuffing and

> The Metropolitan Police Officers named in Lin's Third
Amended Complaint are Officers Corey Vullo, Albert Salleh, John
Merzig, Biake Johnson, Barbara Shelton,and Timothy Jefferson, as
well as Sergeants Christopher Ritchic and Francis Martello. Lin
Iter voluntarily dismissed her claims against Sergeant Martell.
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arresting her violated her Fourth Amendment rights.* Linalso
alleged false ares, negligent infliction of emotional distress,
and assault and battery claims against the officers involved in
the February incident, as well as negligent supervision and
training and respondeat superior liability on the part of the
District of Columbia, all under D.C. law. Finally, the
complaint alleged that both the February and April arrests
rendered the DistrictofColumbia liable for negligent training,
and denial of equal treatment based on Lin's race, color, or
national origin, under Title VIofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964,
42 USC. §20004, and the D.C. Human Rights Act. LA.
12-114,

After discovery, the District moved for summary
judgment, which the district court initially granted as to ail
claims except for Lin's Section 1983 wrongful arrest, false
arrest, and respondeatsuperiorclaims, all as they relate o her
February arrest for assault on a police officer. Lin v. District
of Columbia, No. 16-645, 2020 WL 3542253, at *1 (DD.C.
June:30,2020) (Lin I). The district court determined that there
was probable cause to arrest Lin for simple assault in both
February and April, id. at *7-10, but denied summary
judgment on the other claims because the evidence was
inconclusive as to whether there was probable cause to arrest
Lin for assaulting a police officer id. at *9.

«Section 1983 provides: “Every person who, undercolor of
any [law] * * *of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia,
subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen ofthe United States
or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of
any rights * + * sccured by the Constitution and laws [ofthe United
States], shall be liableI”
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Turning to Lin's excessive force, negligent infliction of
emotional distress, and assault and battery claims, the district
‘court granted summaryjudgment to the District because, even
taking the facts intelight most favorable o Lin, thepolice did
not use excessive force during the February arrest, causing all

three claimsto fil. Lin1,2020 WL 3542253,at 10-12, *18-
20.

The district court also granted summary judgment to the
District on Lin's negligent supervision and training claim.
The court reasoned that a single incident—Lin’s February
arrest for assaulting a police officer—during which the
supervising sergeant conducted an independent investigation
was insufficient to establish liability. Lin 1, 2020 WL
3542253, at *17-18. The district court rejected evidence of
past misconduct from other court cases against the
Metropolitan Police because, in the district court’s view, Lin
had not presented any “evidence connecting prior allegations
of unrelated misconduct 0” her arrest. 1d. at *18.

Lastly, the district court granted summary judgment tothe
District on Lin's Title VI and D.C. Human Rights Act claims.
Lin 1, 2020 WL, 3542253, at *22-24. The district court
concluded that Lin had not shown that Rodriguez. and Fanning
were similarly situated to her, and so their different treatment
did not give rise to an inference ofdiscrimination. 1d, at *23.

“The District moved for reconsideration, arguing that, if
there was probable cause to arrest Lin for simple assault in
February—and so an arrest was lawful—then it was irrelevant
that there may not have been probable cause 10 arrest Lin
specifically for assaulting a police officer. The district court
agreed and granted summary judgment to the District on all
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counts. Lin v. Districtof Columbia, No. 16-645, 2020 WL
5816235, at *4 (Lin II),

n

The district court exercised jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C.
§1331, and this court has appellate jurisdiction under 28
USC. §1291. We review de novo the district court's
decision togrant summary judgment, Thompsonv. District of
Columbia, 832 F.3d 339, 344 (D.C. Cir. 2016).

nr

‘We affirm in part and reverse in part. We reverse only the
grant of summary judgment on Lins Section 1983 wrongful
arest, common law false arrest, and respondeat superior
claims because there are material disputed facts over whether
the police had probable cause to arrest Lin for simple assault or
forassaultingapolice officer in February 2016. We affirm the
restofthe district court’s judgment.

A

We first address Lin's procedural objection to the district
court’s decision to reconsider its initial summary judgment
ruling and then grant full summary judgment to the District.
Lin argues that the district court abused its discretion under
Federal Rule ofCivil Procedure54(b)bygranting the District's
motion for reconsideration.

Rule 54 allows “any order” that “adjudicates fower than all
the claims” in a caseto“be revised at any time before the entry
of a judgment adjudicating all the claims[.]* FED. R. CIV. P.
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S4(1). We review the distict courtsdecision to reconsider its
initial decision for an abuse of discretion. Capitol Sprinkler
Inspection, Inc. v. Guest Servs., Inc. 630 F.3d 217, 225 (D.C.
Cir. 2011).

In Lin's view, the district court erred becausethe District’s
motion for reconsideration “cited no new facts nor any
significant change in case law; nor did [the District] allege that
any of [its] arguments were misunderstood by the district
court” Lin Opening Br. 16.

There was no abuse of discretion. Rule S4(b) allows
district cours to be “flexible? in considering “the interlocutory
presentation of new argumentsas the case evolves[. J” Cobell
v. Jewell, 802 F.3d 12, 25 (D.C. Cir. 2015). District courts
also have discretion to hear motions for reconsideration “as
justice requires.” Capitol Sprinkler Inspection, Inc., 630 F.3d
at 227 (citation omitted).

In this case, the district cour’s grant of reconsideration
appropriately responded to the evolution of legal issues in the.
litigation. When the district court first considered. the
District's motion to dismiss, the litigants and the court
considered separately the issuesofprobable cause to arrest Lin
for simple assault and for assaultinga police officer. That led
the district court to find that probable cause existed to armest
Lin for simple assault, but not for assaulting a police officer.
Lin T,2020 WL 3542253, at *7-9.

But once the district court found probable cause for the
simple assault charge, that laid the legal groundwork for the
District to argue that, a long asthe police officers had probable
cause to arrest for some offense, the arrest was proper
regardlessofwhether they also hadprobablecause to arest for
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assaulting a police officer. Revisiting a ruling as legal issues
develop aver the course of litigation falls squarely within Rule:
54(b)’s wheelhouse.

B

Lin argues that the district court ered in granting the
District summary judgment on her claims of false arrest in
violation of the Fourth Amendment and District of Columbia
law. In particular, she contends that there arc disputed issues.
ofmaterial fact as owhetherthere was probable cause to arrest
her for assaulting either Rodriguez or a police officer. There
is merit to Lin's objections.

“The Fourth Amendment guarantees Lin the right to be
secure in her “person(] * * * against unreasonable searches and
seizes”bythe police. US. CONST. Amend. IV. There sno
question that an arrest s a “seizure”of a “person” within the
‘meaning of the Fourth Amendment. Torres v. Madrid, 141
S.Ct 989, 996 (2021). Seizures “conducted outside the
judicial process, without prior approval by judge or magistrate,
areperse unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment subject
only to a few specifically established and well delineated
exceptions.” Minnesota v. Dickerson, S08 U.S. 366, 372
(1993) (citation omitted).

One of those exceptions allows a warrantless arrestif the
officer has “probable cause to believe thata criminal offense
has been or is being committed.” Devenpeck v. Alford, 543
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US. 146, 152 (2004); see Dunawayv. New York, 442 U.S. 200,
208 (1979).

The existence of probable cause depends on “the
reasonable conclusion to be drawn from the facts known to the
arresting officer at the time of the arrest],J* Devenpeck, 543
U.S. at 152, and i based on “the totalityofthe circumstances,”
District of Columbia v. Wesby, 138 S. Ct. 571, 586 (2018)
(citation omitted). Probable cause requires “more than bare
suspicion,” but “less than a preponderance of the evidence.”
United States v. Burnett, $27 F.3d 1108, 1114 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
Whats required is “substantial chanceof criminal activity[.]"
Wesby, 138 S. Ct. at 586 (quoting Ilinois v. Gates, 462 U.S.
213,243-244 0.13 (1983).

Determining whether probable cause existed is an
“abjective inquiry” that asks “whether the officer acted on the
basisof ‘reasonably trustworthy information * * * sufficient to
‘warrant a prudent [person] in believing that the [suspect] had
committedorwas committing an offense.” Hall v. District of

5 In Terryv. Ohio, the Supreme Court recognized a further
exception 0 the probable cause requirement or a briefinvestigative
detention if an officer “observes unusual conduct which leads him
reasonably to conclude in light of his experience that criminal
activity may be afoot 392 U.S. 1,30 (1968). Sucha detention
must be based on “reasonable suspicion’—that is,“apartcularized
and objective basis for suspecting the particular person stopped” of

breakingthe law." Heien.NorthCarolina, 574 U.S. 54, 60 2014)
citation omitted). The partes debate whether the fist ime that Lin
was handcuffed was merely an investigatory detention under erry
v. Ohio, or a fullblown arest. We agree with the parties that we
need not resolveth issue because the officers had probable cause 0
arrest Lin fo imple assaul when thy frst handeuTed her.
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Columbia, 867 F.3d 138, 154 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (citation
omitted).

We reversethedistrict court’ grantof summary judgment
on the false arrest claims for two reasons. First, here is a
‘genuine dispute of material fact as to whether probable cause
for the simple assault charge dissipated before Lin was
handcuffed a second time and taken involuntarilyto the police
station. Second, there is a genuine issue of material fact as to
the existence of probable cause 10 arrest Lin for assaulting a
police officer.

1

We agree with the district court thatthe police officers had
probable cause to arest Lin for simple assault at th time they
first handcuffed her.

District of Columbia law defines simple assault as: “(1)
an attempt, with force or violence, to injure another; (2) [with]
the apparent present ability 10 effect the injury; and (3) [with]
the intent to do the act, constituting the assault” Stroman v.

United States, $78 A.2d 1241, 1244-1245 (D.C. 2008) citation
omitted) (interpreting D.C. Code § 22-404(a)(1)).

Atthe time the police first handcuffed Lin, theofficers had
received a call from Rodriguez claiming that she had been
assaulted. PI's Stmn.of MaterialFacts,J.A. 877; D.C. Ex. 2
at 0:58-1:00. Rodriguez's report was corroborated by her
physical appearance and emotional state when Officer Vullo
arrived on the scene. Gov't Br. 2. He observed Rodriguez
standing outside the travel agency crying and witha cut on her
face. D.C. Ex. 2 at 1:08; PItP's Stn. of Material Facts, LA.
878; Gov't Br. 2. Rodriguez reported that Lin had hit her “for
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no reason” while she was saying goodbye to her boyfriend.
D.C. Ex. 2 at 1:12-1:13, 1:18; PUP’ Stn. of Material Facts,
JA. 878. Rodriguez then pointed inside Focus Travel Agency
and identified Lin as her assailant. D.C. Ex. 2 at 1:25; PUT
Stmn.of Material Facts, JA. 878.

Officer Vullo's initial interactions with Lin did not clear
the air. Certainly, Lin was compliant with his orders and was
also on the phone with the Police Department when he arrived.
Lin Opening Br. 4. But at that time, neither she nor her
colleague had provided any information to the officer
indicating that she was the tue victim. D.C. Ex. 2 at 1:d5—
2:02; se Lin. Opening Br. 4-5.

Those circumstances gave rise to probable cause. The
apparent victim of the offense, Rodriguez, had
“communicateld] to the arresting officer information affording
credible ground for believing that the offense was committed”;
Rodriguez “unequivocally identifie[d] the accused as the
perpetrator’; and, at this preliminary stage in the investigation,
“materially impeaching circumstances [were] lacking.”
Pendergrast v. United States, 416 F.2d 776, 785 (D.C. Cir.
1969; i. at 784 (finding probable cause where a victim with a
“bloody face” described “salient details” about the incident,
identified the alleged assailant, and repeatedly asserted that he
was not mistakenasto the identification).

Given the information they had, Officers Vullo and
Johnson had probable cause to arrest Lin for simple assault
without first waiting to hear her full explanation. That is
because an “officer's failure to investigate an arrestee’s
protestations of innocence generally does not vitiate probable
cause.” Amobi v. District ofColumbia Dep'tofCorr, 755
F.3d 980, 990 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (quoting Panetta v. Crowley,
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460 F.3d 388, 395-396 (2d Cir. 2006). Instead, “Gilt is
enought” for probable cause “that the police officer ** *
received his information from some person—normally the
putative victimoran eyewitness —who it seems reasonable to
believeis telling the truth.” Daniels v.UnitedStates, 393 F.24
359, 361 (D.C. Cir. 1968) (per curiam). In other words,
because no cracks in the officers’ probable cause had yet
surfaced that would have warrantedamore probing inquiry, the
officers had the authority to arrest andhandcuffLin at that very
carly stageofthe investigation.

2

The district court nevertheless erred in granting summary
judgment to the District on Lin's wrongful arest and common
Taw false arrest claims because there is genuine dispute of
material fact over whether probable cause for the simple-
assault arrest had dissipated and required the police officers to
release Lin—all before a separate decision was made 10 arrest
her for resisting the police.

A corollary of the rule that probable cause requires a
“totality-of-the-circumstances analysis,” Hall, 867 F.3d at 154
(quoting Gates, 462 U.S. at 238), is that “new facts” can
“negate probable cause,” United Sates v. Spencer, 530 F.3d
1003, 1008 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (emphasis omitted). As a result,
a person “must be released from armest]] if previously
established probable cause has dissipated.” United States .
Lopez, 482 F.3d 1067, 1073 (9th Cir. 2007).¢

© See Karamanogiu . Townof Yarmouth, 15 F4th 82, 8 (1st
Cir, 2021); Barnett v. MacArthur, 956 F3d 1391, 1297 (11th Cir.
2020) (“ustas probable cause may cease{0exist afera warrant is
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‘The information that the police gathered after they initially

handcuffed Lin uniformly discredited Rodriguez and crates a
Semi sue af materi at a0 whether thre was pobAbIS
Eom to keep Lin under ames (or to foams hr alr
unhandeuffing her, as Lin claims, Lin Opening Br. 18).

After Lin had been arrested and handcuffed, subsequent

investigation on the scene quickly disproved Rodriguez’s
version of events. To start, while Rodriguez had told Officer

Vullo that she went to the bus to say goodbye to her boyfriend,

security camera footage showed Rodriguez trying to steal onto
the bus after the doors had closed and the bus was ready to

depart. Gov't Br. 2, 4; Pltf's Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A.

882; D.C. Ex. 2 at 3:30-3:50, 17:45-18:49.

In addon, Rodrigue indicted tet Lin
while exclaiming that she had to °]

rewoAR,Fi

feed i may ho fp afr a offs makes  waraness
ty chan omit, UtdStes» Binkley, 580 34 377
ii S030 Home en, 49 154 351,360 51 Ci.
Say cht Clyne, 333 £34 695,091 oth Cr,
etmmayo art

ye
at tio ond tied Sten Doll, 915

Baan lo Co F019 Ber cl, 106 £34 12,
To (ncn 198 The. sont of oven owl resomrpmerosmo
eo eeapting le cur probs san. igor . Teor,

eae a 31s (Cr, OBE) ("As nomi = of thors
leAy5 ami song of ot eal otsom os
ongipo probable mio
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scratched Rodriguez's face as Rodriguez was tying to
disembark. Gov't Br. 2, 4; PILPsStn.ofMaterial Facts, J.A.
882; D.C. Ex. 2.1 3:40-4:36. So in Rodriguez's telling, there
was only one physical altercation during which she was
injured, and which ended in calls being made (© the police.
But the only physical altercation the security footage shows is
Rodriguez. delivering the first blow, and doing so on the
sidewalk after the bus had pulled away. Gov't Br. 4. And
that was the assault that led both Lin and Rodriguezto call the
police.

“To be clear, the record before us docs not contain the full
scaurity video footage, and what t contains is not crystalline.
But what the record does show is that the officers on the scene
saw the video footage firsthand and concluded that (1)
Rodriguez had attempted to sneak onto the bus twice, Lin
Opening Br. 3; Gov't Br. 4; D.C. Ex. 2at 17:45-18:49, and 2)
Rodriguez was the “primary aggressor,” D.C. Ex. 2 at 17:22~
17:26; Officer Merzig Deposition Tr. 31:2-31:8 (Aug. 31,

2018), LA. 1125,

In addition to the security videos, body camera footage
records Officer Merzig’s description of events, stating that
Rodriguez

Lin Opening Br. 6; D.C. Ex. 2
at 18:45-18:56. Tellingly, Officer Merzig’s description of
interactions at the bus makes no mention of an assault taking
place on the bus itself, The only assault hediscusses is when
Rodriguez “attack{ed]” Lin after the bus had departed, Gov't
Br. 4;Lin OpeningBr.6; D.C. Ex. 2at 18:32-18:35. Multiple
times, Officer Merzig described the assault as “startfing]” with
Rodriguez's attack after the bus lefl. D.C. Ex. 4 at 15:45—
15:50; 16:18-16:20; see also Officer Merzig Deposition Tr.
301193222,LA. 1124-1126.
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remove her from thebus—a claim that had been the sole source

of the initial probable cause to arrest Lin.

After hearing Officer Merzig’s conclusions, Officer Vullope
Lin Opening Br. 6; D.C. Ex. 2.

RG a ees 0
Officer Merzig’s descriptions , and

“cut her loose” —that she

Officer Merzig agreed. Officer Zhang Deposition Tr. 225:14-

225:19, JA. 1521; Lin Opening Br. 6; D.C. Ex. 2 at 17:42—

18:45. Based on that decision, the officers immediately

removed Lin’s handcuffs. PItf's Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A.

882. As Officer Merzig testified, by this time, “from what |
viewed, and from what all the other officers had kind of

victim” of the simple assault. Officer Merzig Deposition Tr.

33:5-33:9, JA. 1127. While an officer’s subjective

knowledge is immaterial to the probable cause inquiry, the

they were able to view on scene. See Hall, 867 F.3d at 154.

In addition, having called a translator to the scene, Officer

vatA orc:
aligned fully_with the events on the security video. Lin

ETI
08-8:19. After the bus had pulled away, Lin attempted to

photograph Rodriguez, after which Rodriguez assaulted her,
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they wssled, and they then both called the police. Lin
Opening Br. 3; D.C. Ex. 2 at 8:20-8:33

Finally, a witness to the interactions between Lin and
Rodriguez—Lin’s_collcague

DC Ex.
dat 13:30 14:1

PILEx. I.

Itapparently was not until Officer Vulloreached the police
stationlaterthat evening that he first came to the view that there
was probable cause to believe that there were two separate
assaults, one in which Lin scratched Rodriguez’ face on the
bus and a second when Rodriguez. attacked Lin. JA. 453-

454,517, 541-542.

Considering the totalityof the circumstances and the lack
ofclarity in the record as to what the police officers were able
to see on the scurity video, there is a genuine issueof material
fact as to whether probable cause for the simple assault charge
had dissipated before the police handcuffed Lin for a second
time and involuntarily transported her to the police station.
Thatiscritical because, if probable causefor the simple assault
of Rodriguez no longer existed, then the District had to
establish probable cause that Lin had assaulteda police officer
to be entitled to summary judgment

3
We agree with the district court and Lin that, taking the

evidence in the light most favorable to Lin, a jury could find
that Sergeant Ritchie lacked probable cause to charge Lin for
assaulting a police officer, thereby precluding summary
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judgment, Recall that probable cause exists when an officer
acts based on “reasonably trustworthy information * * *
sufficient to warrant a prudent [person] in believing that the
suspect] had committed or was committing an offense.”
Hall, 867 F.3d at 154 (citation omitted),

At the timeofthe arrest, the District of Columbia statute
prohibiting the assault ofa memberofthe police force provided
that “[wlhoever without justifiable and excusable cause,
assaults, resists, opposes, impedes, intimidates, or interferes
with a law enforcement officer on account of, or while that law
enforcement office is engaged in the performance ofhis or her
official duties shall be guilty of a misdemeanor(J”. D.C.
Code § 22-405(b) (2013).

Despite that broad wording, DistrictofColumbia law docs
“not criminalize every refusal to submit to a police officer or
every prevention or hindrance of an officer in his duties.”
Ruffin v.UnitedStates, 76 A.3d 845, 850 (D.C. 2013) (citation
omitted). “To constitute resisting a police officer, a person’s
conduct must go beyond speech and mere passive resistance or
avoidance, and cross the line into active confrontation,
obstruction or other action directed against an officer's
performance in the line of duty by actively interposing some
obstacle that precluded the officer from questioning him or
attempling to arrest him.” Jd. (internal quotation marks and
citation omitted). “[TJhe key to establishing any violation of
the statute is the existenceof“active and oppositional” conduct
undertaken “for the purposeof thwartinga police officet in his
or her duties.” 1d, (citation omitted).

‘Whether Lin's reaction to Officer Johnson's effortto arrest
her amounted to active and oppositional resistance. under
Section 22-405(b) is a genuinely disputed material fact.
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Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to Lin, a

reasonable jury could conclude that Sergeant Ritchie could not
reasonably believe that her actions indicated anything other

than passivity, reaction to pain, confusion due to the language
barrier, and non-resistance to the police officer's use of
physical force in conducting the arrest.

Shortly after entering the travel agency, Officer Johnson
twisted Lin’s arm behind her back and used that position to
force her to sit on a benchof chairs. D.C. Ex. 2at2:15-2:18;
Lin Opening Br. 4-5. Lin exclaimed what sounds like
ERrion Tr. 44:20-451
TANI2211222; D.C. Ex. 2a1 2:16-2:18. She thensotJEN
onthechair. Lin Opening Br. 5; D.C. Ex.2at 2:20-2:23.

Although Lin remained seated and [JE Oficer
Johnson suddenly yanked her across the room and pushed her
up against the wall. Lin Opening Br. 5; Pitts Stmn. of
Material Facts, J.A. 880. Lin alleges that she felt a great deal

of painas Officers Johnson and Vullo pressedher into the wall,
Lin Deposition Tr. 44:20-45:17, JA. 1221-1222. Still, the
Video footage indicates that LinstoodJENN ncJ
Lin Opening Br. 5: DC. Ex. 2 at 223-229. One of the
officers said cventhcugh Lin, who is only 5 feet3
inches, was already| Gov't Br. 3; D.C. Ex. 2 at

2:25; J.A.997.

The officers then pulled Lins hands behind her back.
Pltf's Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A. 880-881. On the video

footage, she remained| and [EE but began
crying out. PIs Sum of Material Facts, LA. 881; Lin
Opening Br. 5. Lin testified that the force used on her arm

made her feel so much pain that she started wailing. Lin

DepositionTr.45:15-45:17, LA. 1222;seealso Lin Ex. 4, LA.
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1002-1003
D.C. Ex. 2 at 2:30-

SE SIC sreamed pan | Tin Opening
Br. 5; Pltf's Stmn. of Material Facts, J.A. 881; D.C. Ex. 2 at
2:30-2:34. As they handcufled her, pulling her arms behind
her and twisting her shoulders, she continued to cry out in pain.
D.C. Ex. 2 at 2:34-3:04; Lin Opening Br. 5; Pltf’s Stmn. of

Material Facts, J.A. 880-881.

Not long after the arrest, when Sergeant Ritchie arrived at
the ston, Offa oman opened fot Lin wen oy
“passively” resisting. D.C. Ex. 4 at 20:05-20:08; Officer
Johnson Deposition Tr. 70:12-70:13 (uly 30, 2018), LA. 352
(“1 said that she wasn’t actively, but she was. passively
resisting”). That meant to him that “[slhe wasn’t doing
motions that would not allow herself to be handcuffed. She
was essentially tensing up and not allowing herself] to be
handcuffed.” Officer Johnson Deposition Tr. 71:10-71:12,
J.A. 353. The video footage is insufficient to resolve the
question of whether Sergeant Ritchie had probable cause
because it is unclear whether Lin was actively obstructing
arrest or reflexively moving her arms in reaction to both the
force of multiple police officers combined against her and the
bu

In tet regard, we view the second difretly fom the
dissenting opinion. For example, the dissenting opinion
emphasizes that Sergeant Ritchie heard the officers on the
vido inset Lin to atop rosiaing” Dist Op. 82. The
EtTart im em
with the events that transpired. Justa few seconds befor the
officers instructed Lin to stop resisting, they instructed her to

en hough she wasaveacyJ. Gov Br 3:DC.
Eo225. Fuse,thdent Opiion pnts 1 reports
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that Lin was pulling and flailing, Dissent Op. at 2-3; Gov't Br.
5, but those same officers provided clarifying reports of the
same events that contradict those characterizations. Sec, €.8.
D.C. Ex. 4 at 20:05-20:08; Officer Johnson Deposition Tr.
70:7-71:18, J.A. 352-353 (Officer Johnson reporting that Lin
was only “passively” resisting); D.C. Ex. 4at 19:56-20:02;
Officer Johnson Deposition Tr. 71:3, 1.A. 353 ([Lin] wasn’t
flailing”). While the dissenting opinion reasons that the
footage could be understood to show “active and oppositional
conduct,” Dissent Op. at 3, Officer Johnson, who was there,
said explicitly that Lin was only “passively resisting” and that
“{s]he wasn't doing motions that would not allow herselfto be
handcuffed.” Officer Johnson Deposition Tr. 70:12-70:13,
1A. 352; Officer Johnson Deposition Tr. 71:10-71:12, JA.
353.

All we hold is that, given these factual disputes and
contradictions, a reasonable jury crediting Lin's and some of
the officers’ accounts, as well as other record evidence, could
find that Lin's movements were merely passive resistance and
that probable cause was lacking. Ruffin, 76 A3d at 850.
Accordingly, given the entire record, th distict court correctly
ruled that thee sa genuine issueof material act as 0 whether
there was probable cause to arrest Lin for assaulting a police
officer.

4

Because there are genuine issues of material fact as 10 the
existence of probable cause to arrest Lin in February 2016, the
district court erred in granting the District's motion for
summary judgment on Lin's Section 1983 claim for wrongful
arrest, as well as her common law claim for false arrest. See
mobi, 755 F.3d at 989 (“Constitutional and common law
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claims of false arrest are generally analyzed as though they
comprise a single causeofaction.”).

The existence of genuine issues of material fact as to
whether Lin was falsely arrested also requires us to remand
Lin's respondeat superior claim under District of Columbia
law. The District does not dispute that its officers were acting
within the scope of their employmenta the time of the arrest.
See Schecterv. Merchants Home Delivery, Inc., 892 A.24 415,
427 (D.C. 2006) (“Respondeat superior is a doctrine of
vicarious liability and allows the employerto be held liable for
the acts of his employees committed within the scope of their
employment.) (citation omitted).

We therefore remand these claims to the district court for
further proceedings.”

c

1

‘We affirm the district cour’s grant of summary judgment
on Lin's negligent supervision claim. A negligent supervision
claim lies when “an employer knew or should have known its
employee behaved in afn] * * * incompetent manner,” and the
employer, “armed with * * * actual or constructive knowledge,
failed to adequately supervise the employee.” Jenkins v.
Districtof Columbia, 223 A3d 884, 898 (D.C. 2020) (citation

7 On remand, the district court should first consider whether the
officers are entied to qualified immunity or any other relevant
privilege from suit they might assert. Because qualified immunity
is an immunityfrom suif rather than a mere defense to lability,”
Michell. Forsyth, 472 USS. 511, 526 (1985), we are confident he
district court will resolve his isu expeditiously.
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omitted). Lin argues that Sergeant Ritchie failed to conduct
an adequate investigation before authorizing her arrest. For
this claim, she relies on Districtof Columbia. Tulin, 994 A.2d
788 (D.C. 2010), which held that a jury could find negligent
supervision when sergeants authorized an arrest “without any
inquiry on their part into * * * critical informationl.J* Id. at
797. But here, undisputed evidence shows that Sergeant
Ritchie (1) spoke to the officer who was translating for Lin, (2)
spoke to the officers who amested Lin, and (3) reviewed
footage of the altercation with Rodriguez. and the arrest to
determine if she had assaulted Rodriguez or assaulteda police
officer. That investigation was sufficiently thorough to
preclude Lin's negligent supervision claim.*

2

As for Lin's negligent training claim, we affim the grant
of summary judgment to the District. To state a claim of
negligent training under District of Columbia law, the plaintiff
‘must show that the employer both “knew or should have known
its employee behaved ina dangerous or otherwise incompetent
manner,” and “armed with that actual or constructive
knowledge failed to adequately [train]” its employees to
prevent recurrence of the misconduct, Blair v. District of
Columbia, 190 A3d 212,229(D.C. 2018) (citation omitted).

Lin has not made that showing. In particular, she has not
‘come forward with evidence that would allowareasonable jury
to find that the District of Columbia was aware of an alleged
constitutional shortll in ts officers’ behavior because, on this
record, her case appears to be an isolated incident. At most,
she points to one other incident that occurred before February

* Lin filed to raise, and so forfeited, any other theory of
negligent supervision.
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2016 that involved an arrest allegedly cxcouted without
probable cause. See Lin Opening Br. 41 (citing JA. 535-539,
601-602, 1399-1400 and Zhi Chen v. Districtof Columbia,
808 F. Supp. 2d 252 (D.D.C. 2011)). But Zhi Chen isof no
help because, in tha case, thedistrict court did not even decide
whether probable cause (0 arrest existed; it certainly made no
finding that probable cause was absent. 808 F. Supp. 2d at
255,258. Nor do the facts as alleged in that case necessarily
demonstrate a lack of probable cause. Id. at 255. A single
case that does not even establish that an improper amest
actually occurred hardly gives the Districtof Columbia notice
of ashortall in ts training processes. Without more evidence
than that, the district court correctly ruled that Lin's negligent
training claim could not go forward.

D

Lin challenges the district court’s grant of summary
judgment to the District on her claim that the police used
excessive force during her February 2016 arrest, in violation of
the Fourth Amendment. That argument fils.

To determine if an officer has used excessive force,
“courts ask whether the officers’ actions are objectively
reasonable in light of the facts and circumstances confronting
them.” Lombardov.City ofSt. Louis, 141 8. Ct. 2239, 2241
(2021) (per curiam) (internal quotation marks and citation
omitted). Relevant factors include “the relationship between
the need for the use of force and the amountofforce used; the
extentofthe plaintifPs injury; any effort made by the officer to
temper or to limit the amount of force; the severity of the
security problem at issue; the threat reasonably perceived by
the officer; and whether the plaintiff was actively resisting.”
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1d. (quoting Kingsley v. Hendrickson, S76 U.S. 389, 397
015),

Taking the evidence in the light most favorable to Lin, we
assume tha she was not “offering any resistance” as the police
handcuffed her, Wasserman v. Rodacker, 357 F.3d 635, 641
(D.C. Cir. 2009). Given that, alongside her[Jil interaction
with Officer Vullo when he intially entered the travel agency
and questioned her, the need for force was very low. Lin Br.
4. So those facts weigh in Lin's favor

But other facts and circumstances render the use of force
reasonable under the circumstances. The severity of the
security problem was elevated in part because the officers had
probable cause to believe that Lin had just physically assaulted
Rodriguez, leavinga scratch on her face. Also, Lin's physical
injuries from the handcufling were not severe. When Lin was.
taken to the hospital, she was given painkillers, butno specific
physical injuries other than bruising were diagnosed, and she
received no ther treatment. Lin Deposition Tr. 49:2-49:5,
49:19-50:8, LA. 1226-1227; Lin Deposition Tr. 78:11-79:1,
JA 1255-1256

In addition, law enforcement officers may use “some
degree of physical coercion” or threat thereof in making an
arrest, Wasserman, 557 F.3d at 641 (holding that even though
plaintiff “was not moving or offering any resistance” aftr the
officer initiated arrest, the officer was authorized to use “some
degree of physical coercion when arresting [the] suspect”)
(internal quotation marks and citation omitted). “[NJot every
push or shove, even if it may later scem unnecessary in the
peace ofa judge's chambers, violates the Fourth Amendment.”
Wardlaw v. Pickett, 1 F.3d 1297, 1303 (D.C. Cir. 1993)
(formatting modified and citation omitted).
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Given the record in this case, a reasonable jury could not
find tha the officers used excessive force in arresting Lin.

Because we affirm the district court’s determination that
Lin failed to make out an excessive force claim, we also affirm
the grant of summary judgment on Lin's assault and battery
claim. “Iftheofficer does not use force beyond that which the
officer reasonably believes is necessary, given the conditions
apparent to the officer at the time of the arrest, he is clothed
with privilege” from tort claims that similarly challenge the
force used. Districtof Columbia v. Chinn, 39 A.24 101, 706
(D.C. 2003); see Holder v. Districtof Columbia, 700 A24 738,
745 (D.C. 1997) (A jury finding that the officer “did not use
excessive force” meant that “the District [was] entitled to
judgmentasa matteroflaw on the assault and battery count.”).

In addition, we affirm thedistrict court’ grantofsummary
judgment on Lin's negligent infliction of emotional distress
claim stemming from her first handcuffing. There was no
negligence because the officers had probable cause at the time
of her first handcuffing and did not use unreasonable force.
See Gabrou v. May Dep't Stores Co., 462 A2d 1102, 1105
D.C. 1983)

E

1

Lin also appeals the district court’s grant of summary
judgment on her claim that the officers discriminated against
her on the basis of her race, color, or national origin, in
violationofTitle VIofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964. See 42
U.S.C. § 20004.
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“Title VI provides that “[nlo person in the United States

shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied thebenefitsof, or be
subjected to discrimination under any program o activity
receiving Federal financial assistance.” 42 U.S.C. § 20004
Tile VI “prohibits only_ intentional discrimination.”
Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 280 (2001).

In Lin's view, she was treated differently than Rodriguez
and Fanning because she was not given the same opportunity
as they were to tell her side of the story to the police before
amest. See Lin Opening Br. 48.

While Lin's frustration with the consequences of the
language barrier is understandable, she has failed to carry her
burden of adducing evidence of intentional discrimination.
To start, Lin does not claim that she has produced direct
evidenceofintentional discrimination during her February or
April arrests. See Lin Opening Br. 45.

So we tm to the McDonnell Douglas framework for
considering claims of intentional discrimination based on
indirect evidence. See McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green,
411 US. 792, 802-805 (1973); see also Texas Dep't of
Community Aff v. Burdine, 450 US. 248, 253 (1981);
Richardson v. Loyola Coll. in Md., Inc., 167 F. Appx 223, 224
(D.C. Cir. 2005) (per curiam) (“The district court properly
granted summary judgment on [plaintiffs] Title VI ***
claims, since he neither offered direct evidence of
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discrimination nor met his inital burden under the McDonnell
Douglas framework.”).

Under the MeDonnell Douglas framework, Lin has the
burden of “proving by the preponderance of the evidence a
prima facie case of discrimination.” ~Burdine, 450 U.S. at
252-253. Then the burden shifts to the District “to articulate
Some legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason” for the disparate
treatment, Jd. at 253 (citation omitted). ‘The burden then
reverts to Lin to show that “the legitimate reasons offered by
the defendant were not ts true reasons, but were instead a
pretext for discrimination.” 1d.

Assuming that Lin made out a prima facie case of
discrimination, the District came forward with evidence ofa
legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason foritsdifferent treatment
of Lin, Rodriguez, and Fanning. Specifically, in both
incidents, the police officers had probable cause to arrest Lin
‘when theyfirs arrived on the scene. -When Officers Vullo and
Johnson first arrived at Focus Travel Agency, they initially had
probable cause to arrest Lin but not Rodriguez. See Section
TILB.I, supra.® Likewise, during the April arrest, the police
had probable cause to arrest Lin but not Fanning because, in

> See also Rashdan v. Geissberger, 764 E34 1179, 1182 (9th
Cir. 2014) (“We now join the other circuits in concluding that
McDonnell Douglas also applies to Title VI disparate treatment
claims."), Brewer v. BoardofTrusteesofUniv. of Il, 479 7.34 908,
921 (7ih Cir. 2007); Bryantv. IndependentSc. Dist. No. 1-38, 334
F.3d 928, 929-930 (10th Cir. 2003); Fler v. Rayburn, 161 F.3d
516, S18 (th Cir. 1998).

Only the first handeuffing is at issue for this claim, because
shortly thereafer, a translator arrived and was able {0 gather Lin's
side of the story.
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speaking with the police, Fanning described the attack with
some detail, provided cvidence of his tom jacket, and
positively identified Lin as the perpetrator. Lin 1, 2020 WL
3542253 a *10. Lin has not come forward with any cvidence.
that the officers’ conduct was merely pretext for
discrimination.

2

Lin's discrimination claim under the District's Human
Rights Act fares no better.

“The Human Rights Act generally makes it unlawful for a
District of Columbia agency or office “to limit or refuse to
provide any facility, service, program, or benefit to any
individual on the basis of” among other things, “an
individual's actual or perceived: race, color, religion, for]
national origin ** *. D.C. Code §2-1402.73. Intentional
discrimination claims under the D.C. Human Rights Act are
analyzed under the same McDonnell Douglas test applied to
Lin's Title VI claim. Estefios v. PAHO/WHO Fed. Credit
Union, 952 A.2d 878, 895 1.20 (D.C. 2008); McFarland v.
George Wash. Univ, 935 A.24 337, 346 (D.C.2007). And her
claim fails for the same reasons.

“To be sure, the District's Human Rights Act is broader
than Title VI because even non-intentional discrimination is
unlawfulif the agency's practices “bear disproportionately on
a protected class and are not independently justified for some
nondiscriminatory reasonl.J” Jackson v. Districtof Columbia
BoardofElections & Ethics, 999 A2d 89, 119 n.56 (D.C.
2010) (en banc) (quoting Estefios, 952 A.2d at 887). But that
is of no help to Lin because the police officers’ actions were
“independently justified” by a nondiscriminatory reason—
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namely, the initalexistenceof probable cause to arrest Lin but
not Rodriguez. or Fanning. Id. Consequently, the district
court properly granted summary judgment for the District on
Lin's Human Rights Act claim.

wv

For the foregoing reasons, we affim in part, reverse in
part, and remand tothe district court for further proceedings on
Lin's wrongful arest, common law false arrest, and respondeat
superior claims.

So ordered.



WALKER, Circuit Judge, concurring in part and dissenting
in part: Xingru Lin and Yokasty Rodriguez had a fight, and
both called the Districtof Columbia police. Officers arrived
and arrested Lin. Then a supervising officer named Sergeant
Christopher Ritchie arrived. He talked with the arresting
officers, watched video footage of the arrest, ind determined
that there was probable cause to charge Lin with Assault on a
Police Officer. That chargewasultimately dropped, as was the
charge for assaulting Rodriguez.

Lin then sued D.C., Sergeant Ritchie, and several other
officers. Her claims included§ 1983 wrongful arrest, common
law false arrest, and respondeat superior." Sergeant Ritchie and
the other defendants moved for summary judgment, but the
district court found a genuine factual dispute about whether
Sergeant Ritchic hadprobable cause to charge Lin with Assault
ona Police Officer. For other reasons, though the district court
granted them summary judgment on alofLin'sclaims.

Today, the Court's decision (0 partiallyreverse the district
court’s decision depends on whether a reasonable jury could
find that Sergeant Ritchie lacked probable cause to arrest Lin
for Assault on a Police Officer. It could not.

Although Assault on a Police Officer was not called
“Resisting Arrest” in February 2016, you wouldn't have known
it from the definition: Lin assaulted a police officer if she
“resisifed]” an amesting officer “without justifiable and
excusable cause.” D.C. Code § 22-405(b) (2013).

Lin broughtother claims as wel. | agree with the Courts decision
to affthe district courtsdismissalofthose claims.
InJune 2016, the Council ofthe District ofColumbia modified the
provision by removing “resist, opposes, impedes, inmates, or
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“That was a low bar. For example, a person would have

committed Assault on a Police Officer when he “lafid) down
with his arms under his body,” making it harder to handcuff
him. Coghill v. United States, 982 A.2d 802, 805, 808 (D.C.
2009). Another person was convicted because he broke away
from arresting officers “by swinging his arm forward, making
it diffcul for the officers to handeufT him.” Jnre J.., 19 A.3d
328,329, 331-32 (D.C. 2011) (cleaned up). True, “specch and
mere passive resistance or avoidance” did not violate the
statute. Ruffinv. United States, 76 A.3d 845, 850 (D.C. 2013)
(cleaned up). But any “obstruction or other action directed
against an officer's performance in the lineofduty” sufficed.
1d. (cleaned up),

“The standard for probable cause isa similarly low bar — it
merely requires “a reasonable ground for belief of guilt”
Marylandv. Pringle, 540 U.S. 366, 371 (2003) (cleaned up).
So finding probable cause for Assault on a Police Office was 2
Tow bar beneath another low bar.

Sergeant Ritchie's decision cleared that doubly low bar.

During that ime. the
SE oilicers repeitc : asked LinJand

interferes with from D.C. Code § 22405(b). See 63 D.C. Reg.
4659, 466 (Apr 1, 2016). It instead criminalied Resisting Arrest
under DC. Code§2240501). Seeic
> Although the court found the jury could have convicted the
defendant of Assault on a Police Officer for his resistance o being
andeufied, it reversed his conviction on other grounds. Jd. at 806-
0.
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I 270-7), Ex. 2,2:41,2:56, 301; see also
Gov't Br. 30. When Sergeant Ritchie asked ihe arrestin
officers

JA 210-11,
Ex. 2, 21:44-21:55; seealso GovLBr. 31. Anotherofficer who
had reviewed the video footage told Sergeant Ritchic that Lin

had onI JA 274-75, Ex. 4, 26:29; see also
Gov't Br 31. Seraeant Ritchie then watched the footage
himself.

hat 1s visible could quite reasonably be
‘understood 4s “active and oppositional conduct” by Lin “for
the purpose of thwarting” the officers” attemp to arrest her
Ruffin, 76 A3d at 850 (cleaned up). Those facts are more than
enough to provide “a reasonable grownd for belief” that Lin
resisted the officers” attempt to aest her. Pringle, 540 U.S. at
371 (cleaned up)

“To be sure, Lin may not have been gullyofAssault on a
Police Officer. If she had been prosecuted, a jury might have
found reasonable doubt as 10 whether her resistance was
“without justifiable and excusable cause.” D.C. Code §22-
405(b) (2013). Lin may just have been in pain. JA 1221-22.
One arresting officer seid she was only “lensing up” and
“passively resisting” JA 352:13, 33:12. And the arresting
officer

IA 270-11, Ex. 2, 22:03; see also Lin
‘Opening Br. 6; Gov't Br. 31; cf Maj. Op. 20 (‘an officer's
subjestive knowledge is immaterial 10 the probable cause
inquiry”).

But a reasonable ground for belief that Lin resised the
artest is a much lower standard than proof beyond a reasonable:
doubt that she did. After Sergeant Ritchic heard from the other
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officers and watched the video, he had a reasonable ground for
that belief. In my view, no reasonable jury could find
otherwise. See Andersonv. Liberty Lobby, Inc. 477 U.S. 242,
248 (1986).

therefore respectfully dissent from the Cour’s decision
to reverse the district court as (0 Lin's claims for § 1983
wrongful arrest, common law false arrest, and respondeat
superior. As 10 the Court's decison (0 affirm the district
court’ grant ofsummary judgmentto the defendants on Lin's |
other claims, | conc. |

|
|

|
1|


